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 LATEST NEWS AT SECONDOPINIONS.COM  

 

Secondopinions.com on TV 

According to a study by John Hopkins 

diagnostic errors are the number one cause for 

medical malpractice suits in the United States. 

Now, there's a new, simple and cost effective 

way to have your medical diagnosis reviewed in 

a few hours or less. That’s what Miami residents 

Jenya Titova and her mom found out when they 

tried SecondOpinions.com. Over the years, mom 

has had strokes, breast cancer and back injuries. 

"She does everything right but genetically she has a 

lot of health conditions," said Jenya. 

 
Jenya and Mom  

When a surgeon told Jenya her mother would need 

shoulder surgery she wanted a second  

opinion, but didn’t want to make an  appointment, 

drive to the doctor’s office and wait to be seen. "We 

didn't have to go anywhere we were able to get it 

right online." 

 

Dr. Michael Yuz  

 SecondOpinions.com is a South Florida-

based company, started by radiologist and 

entrepreneur, Dr. Mike Yuz. "The whole 

idea is to make it simple for people around 

the globe to get a second opinion," said 

Yuz. "The advantages are prevention of 

medical errors, prevention of unnecessary 

medical procedures, and obviously 

decreasing healthcare costs which are out 

of control." "Pushing for second opinions is 

smart,” said Dr. Mehmet Oz. "Doctor in 

Latin means teacher and if you come to us 

with questions you can help shape the 

agenda. Watch the WPLG/ABC story 

here: 

https://secondopinions.com/mediaroom/

television-interviews.html 
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Why do you need a second opinion? 

  

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
  

 In addition, physicians in all medical fields 
provide second opinion consultations via 
telephone and video chat for as low as $49 per 
5-minute consultation. 

Not only is obtaining a second opinion essential 
for your health, at SecondOpinions.com the 
prices are so reasonable they are actually less 
than many co-payments. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE AT 

WWW.SECONDOPINIONS.COM

 

Have you ever watched a medical drama on TV 
and heard someone say “You should get a second 
opinion.” While it’s a common phrase in 
Hollywood, the reality is few of us have ever 
independently requested a second opinion for a 
medical condition.  

A study that examined 25 years of malpractice 
payments in the United States found that 40,000- 
80,000 people die each year from diagnostic 
errors, obstetric mistakes or improperly delivering 
medications. Diagnostic errors are the most 
common, the most costly and the most deadly of 
all medical errors, according to the study 
information listed in the National Practitioner Data 
Bank. Incorrect, missed or delayed diagnoses 
accounted for 39% of malpractice related deaths. 

This is why SecondOpinions.com was created. 
U.S. board-certified specialists and subspecialists 
are available 24/7/365 across the globe to study 
your images and provide you with their advanced 
second opinion.  

You simply upload your MRI, CT, X-Ray, 
Mammogram, Ultrasound or Nuclear Medicine 
study and our expert doctors interpret then deliver 
the results in the privacy of your home or office. 
No appointments necessary. The prices range 
from $29.00 -$99.00 per report.  

 

ASK US ABOUT OUR NEW 
MEMBERSHIP PLANS 

 
SecondOpinions.com is now offering 

yearly Individual and Family 
plans to save you money 

 
 Silver Plan- Radiology Only 

 Gold Plan- Radiology & Primary Care 
 Platinum Plan- Radiology, Primary Care & 

Specialists 
 

https://secondopinions.com/membership.html 
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